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ICURe is a transformative programme which accelerates
the commercialisation of university research.
The tried and tested approach helps to create jobs, drive economic
growth and brings to life research ideas that make a real difference to
society.
The Midlands is a hot-bed for innovation. Our region has strength and
expertise in energy, engineering, space and medical sciences; these
are areas in which we excel.

“

The Midlands is a hot-bed for
innovation. Our region has strength
and expertise in energy, engineering,
space and medical sciences; these are
areas in which we excel.

Universities play a major role, they are an integral part of the
economy and
the success
the Midlands
ICURe University
programme
Caption:
Stuartof
Croft,
Vice Chancellor
of is
testament to
that.
Warwick
We know Midlands ICURe gives some of the brightest minds the
practical skills and tools to create a product from their research,
science or technology.
It also inspires individuals, generates opportunities for investors and
accelerates innovation.
This brochure highlights some of the successes of the Midlands ICURe
programme.

Stuart Croft

Vice Chancellor, University of Warwick
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PROGRAMME IMPACT
Midlands ICURe is a programme that gives
researchers the opportunity to market test and
commercialise their ideas.
Funded by Innovate UK, the three to six month customer discovery programme
delivers training, funding and tailored support to teams led by university earlycareer researchers.
Up to £35,000 of funding is available to ‘get out of the lab’ and validate
commercially promising ideas in the marketplace. If successful, a further
£15,000 is granted to spin out the business.

“

Midlands ICURe impact in four years
INCREASED
POTENTIAL OF
LICENSING DEALS
FOR SPIN-OUT
Participation in Midlands ICURe
increased the likelihood of teams
pursuing a spin-out or securing a
licensing deal

FROM 15% TO

79%

The programme
significantly improves
commercial awareness
and skills within
academia and helps
to deliver greater
research impact.

105

TEAMS BENEFITED
from the programme

39

UNIVERSITIES
PARTICIPATED

34

SPIN-OUT
COMPANIES
CREATED

£3.7M
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UP TO £35,000
OF FUNDING IS
AVAILABLE

INVESTMENT IN
TEAMS SECURED

TO GET
OUT OF THE LAB
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ICURe SUCCESS STORIES
Reducing on-road collisions

APPROACH

Every year in the UK, there are 1,800 fatalities in road accidents (1.3 million
globally). Estimates suggest a third of those accidents involve someone who is
driving for work purposes.
On-road training can be expensive and time-consuming, but online assessments
and training can reduce driver risk.
Experimental psychologist specialising in traffic and transport psychology,
Dr Victoria Kroll, worked with Professor David Crundall’s Transport Research
in Psychology research group to explore technology that assessed hazard
perception and risk taking.
An innovative, evidence-based method of assessing and improving driver safety
was developed.

Dr Victoria Kroll showcasing
her innovation

Vikki market-tested the technology in other sectors, assessed possible routes to
market in gaming, sports, medical, aerospace and even national security. This
emphasized that the business idea was more viable focussing on its specialism of
employer driver training.
ICURe enabled Vikki to write a business plan and she received coaching on grant applications
and financial advice – valuable skills for someone who has come from a purely academic
background.

OUTCOME

IMPACT

■ More than £235,000 funding secured from
Innovate UK and external funding

■ Plans to establish a dedicated office space and
grow the team

■ Esitu Solutions began trading in 2021,
successfully spinning out of Nottingham Trent
University

■ Testing software with HGV and van drivers

■ Development of an online assessment platform
with bespoke training materials

“

ICURe has helped this to
become a reality rather than
remain a pipe dream.”

Every year in the UK, there are
1,800 fatalities in road accidents
(1.3 million globally).
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Dr Victoria Kroll, CEO. Esitu Solutions

■ Working with a major construction company to
improve driver safety

Esitu Solutions has given Vikki the
chance to sustain the research she
loves while building a long-term
career outside academia.
FIND OUT MORE
esitusolutions.com
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ICURe SUCCESS STORIES
Halving the costs and environmental impact of
chemical manufacturing
The chemicals sector is the third largest manufacturing sector in the UK and
supports 400,000 jobs.
International competition, disruptions in supply chains and net zero
commitments focus manufacturers on the design of processes that are more
energy efficient.
Most chemical manufacturing uses batch processes, but industry surveys
indicate that a fully utilised batch reactor is used only 10-30% of the time for
chemistry – the rest of the time the reactors are cleaned, heated, and cooled.

APPROACH
Dr Nikolay Cherkasov and his team at the University of Warwick developed
technology to enable batch processes to convert to continuous flow processes
that dramatically cut production costs in chemical transformations, while
consuming less energy and generating less waste.
Nikolay took part in the Midlands ICURe programme, which enabled him to validate the
applications of the research in the marketplace, and created the spin-out company, Stoli Chem.

OUTCOME

IMPACT

■ Awarded European Innovation Council grant of
€1.2m in 2019 to scale-up the technology to 30
tonne/year production scale

■ Trailing technology in sectors including
research, pharmaceuticals and petrochemical

■ Product range expanded to include Hastelloy
reactors for harsh and corrosive applications,
and glass reactors for photo-chemistry

■ Creating a cost effective route for users to scaleup without sacrificing yield, purity or energy
efficiency

■ The company employs nine staff and has plans
to grow further

“
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The chemicals sector is third
largest manufacturing
sector in the UK and supports
400,000 jobs.

ICURe gave me the
opportunity to understand
the value our technology
could bring to different
markets and start the
innovation journey.”
Dr Nikolay Cherkasov, Managing
Director, Stoli Chem

FIND OUT MORE
stolichem.com
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ICURe SUCCESS STORIES
Revolutionising the drinks industry

APPROACH

The drinks industry tests products through the manufacturing process for biological
abnormalities (bacteria, yeast, fungi), formulation profiles and foreign bodies.
The current process of sending samples to laboratories and using optical
techniques is costly and time consuming – taking an average of three to five days
for a microbiological test – and in the case of optical techniques, not detailed
enough.
Co-founded by nanotechnology expert Dr Mark Platt and Dr Rhush Maughi, a
promising early career researcher and PhD graduate, Figura Analytics developed
a low cost, easy to use, rapid testing technology platform, improving quality and
consistency.
This technology enables testing for contaminants onsite in under an hour. It
can also identify additional impurities that are not currently tested for, such as
conductivity, flavour bleed and microplastics.

The current process of sending samples to
laboratories and using optical techniques is
costly and time consuming

L-R Commercialisation
lead Dr Pilar Carr and
Dr Mark Platt Figura’s
co-founder and Reader
in Nanotechnology

The academic founders developed specific micro-testing kits and secured a patent
for the hardware and the software used for the rapid diagnosis.
The team spent years developing the platform and carried out rigorous marketing testing before
launching the company to market with strong links into the UK’s drinks supply chain.

OUTCOME

IMPACT

■ Figura Analytics launched in 2021 as a spin out
from Loughborough University

■ Revolutionised traditional tests to deliver rapid
results onsite and tailored analysis

■ £500,000 investment secured in its first year

■ Streamlined the manufacturing process
reducing product waste and production downtime

■ Figura’s workforce has grown to five with plans
to scale to 12

“

The ICURe programme was
fundamental for us to find the
real need of our technology in the
market. It helped us understand the
workflows used within the drinks
industry and shape our solution to
cater this sector.
From a Technology Transfer
Office perspective, without the
ICURe support, Figura Analytics
would have struggled to bring key
stakeholders and partners on board.

■ Opportunities to enhance healthcare services,
providing rapid diagnostics for health
conditions – early diagnosis means faster
diagnosis resulting in better patient care

Following prototype development and
successful pilot studies in industry,
Figura is raising its seed round now.
For more information email:
nick@figura-analytics.co.uk

Dr Pilar Carr, Commercialisation Lead,
Loughborough University
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